Bomb Golf

Bomb Golf is a 3D physics-based mobile game, where the objective is to destroy all of the wooden crates by launching ball-shaped bombs. However, the number of bombs is limited, so careful planning is essential. Each crate contains gems, which can be used to buy more bombs or to upgrade the factory. This factory creates bombs every day and becomes faster with each upgrade.

Features

The game has a total of 15 levels, which are designed to teach players numerous game mechanics and challenge their abilities.

Development Process

Bomb Golf was made in the Unity game engine and most of the development was done in a team of two people. The game was tested at the Robotex 2019 public expo and the current version of the game was created based on this feedback.

Where To Play

Bomb Golf is publicly available for Android Devices at the following link: https://tinyurl.com/y9xrygrg
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